ABSTRACT: Fast acquisition GPS technologies such as Fastloc GPS have been commonly used in recent years to study fine scale spatio-temporal ecology of marine vertebrates. While Fastloc GPS gives more accurate locations than earlier methods, it remains important to identify and remove locations with high error because some location fixes are much less accurate than others. Increasing the number of source satellites required for a valid fix is a simple filter method but it comes at the cost of great data loss. Using data sets acquired from loggerhead turtles Caretta caretta, we explored an alternative filtering approach, based on speed between successive locations, angles created by 3 consecutive locations, manufacturer’s quality index, and number of satellites used for location calculation. The performance of the proposed filter method was evaluated by conducting terrestrial, mobile tests. When our filter method was used, the linear error (mean ± SD) of Fastloc GPS data decreased from 2645.5 ± 29458.2 m (n = 1328) to 47.1 ± 61.0 m (n = 1246), while retaining more than 94% of data. Our filter method also led to more accurate home range estimates than the simple filter method. Improvements in data retention and home range estimates will give more reliable information for marine spatial planning and habitat protection.
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low (Goulet et al. 1999, Eckert & Stewart 2001, Godley et al. 2002). Hence, although PTT technology and methods for data analysis have improved over time (Jonsen et al. 2005, Patterson et al. 2010), PTTs are best applied to studies investigating larger scale habitat use, such as long-distance migration.

Standard GPS tags offer better accuracy but still require enough time on the surface to complete a fix, so relatively few attempts to acquire location are successful in the marine environment (Jay & Garner 2002). Some studies increased the frequency of successful location fixes by keeping the power of the tags on so that receivers acquire a GPS fix whenever they happen to surface, but battery life is then greatly reduced (Ryan et al. 2004, Elkaim et al. 2006). More recently, the situation has been improved by the use of fast acquisition GPS technologies such as Fastloc GPS and quick fix pseudoranging (Tommie-wicz et al. 2010). Consequently, in recent years, these alternative GPS tags have been used on several marine species and age classes to investigate fine scale habitat use (Sheppard et al. 2006, Sims et al. 2009, Kuhn et al. 2010), and their results are thus useful for marine spatial planning and habitat protection (Sheppard 2008).

The standard GPS technology is dependent on the number of source satellites for the accuracy of an initial fix but can increase the accuracy of location estimates by correcting the locations from successive GPS fixes. In stationary land-based tests, the accuracy of Fastloc GPS also improved as the number of source satellites increased (Bryant 2007a, Hazel 2009). However, unlike standard GPS, Fastloc GPS records and uses only one set of raw data at each fixing attempt and thus there is no correction from subsequently obtained data. That is, while Fastloc GPS technology has achieved the ability to capture the necessary data in less than 0.1 s, its accuracy does not improve with successive location fixes (Bryant 2007b, Rutz & Hays 2009, Sirtrack 2010). As a consequence of the trade-off, some Fastloc GPS locations are much less accurate than others if fewer satellites have been involved in fix acquisition. The occurrence of location fixes with high error leads to several data analysis challenges with Fastloc GPS data, especially with the analysis of tracking data and estimation of home ranges. Hence, it is important to develop and use methods that can identify and account for locations with high error.

There are many published methods to screen location data when it is obtained with conventional Argos PTT tags (McConnell et al. 1992, Tremblay et al. 2006, Freitas et al. 2008) but fewer exist for data acquired from Fastloc GPS tags, despite the increase in their use. The simplest screening method for Fastloc GPS data involves the use of residual errors. Residual error is a quality index that represents the level of accuracy of a location fix (Sirtrack 2010). This method alone may not remove all locations with high error but it can be supplemented by taking into account the number of satellites used for calculations—e.g. by rejecting locations involving fewer than a given number of satellites. However in some studies, this may result in a majority of the Fastloc GPS data being discarded (Lonergan et al. 2009). An approach which provides a more reliable filter while retaining more of the data is therefore highly desirable.

A screening method often used for PTT locations is the identification of behaviour that is biologically or ecologically unrealistic for the study species. This approach can also be used for Fastloc GPS data. Speed is the popular limiting factor, and recent studies use the maximum speeds that were estimated from the conventional tracking methods, such as acoustic or PTT telemetry, to screen GPS data (Schofield et al. 2007, Preston et al. 2010, Witt et al. 2010). However, because Fastloc GPS data are generally more abundant and more accurate than Argos PTT data, maximum speeds estimated from Fastloc GPS data are likely to be more realistic than those obtained from Argos PTT data. Further, the angle between 3 consecutive locations is also commonly used to filter location data, but the choice of angle is often arbitrary (Costa et al. 2010, Witt et al. 2010). Hence, there is a need for an improved approach to define the limiting speeds and angles for Fastloc GPS data.

Once a data set has been obtained and appropriately filtered, estimation of home range has a choice of possible approaches. Some commonly used methods for home range estimation are minimum convex polygon, kernel density estimation, harmonic mean, linear home range, and grid cell count (Laver & Kelly 2008). Among those methods, kernel density estimator is currently the most frequently used and least biased home range estimator (Kernohan et al. 2001). Although the kernel method measures intensity of use by estimating the probability density along both x and y coordinates (Silverman 1986, Worton 1989), and therefore the influence of locations with high error or over-screening is presumed to be decreased, accuracy and precision of kernel estimates will be affected by the accuracy of location data and sample size.

Given the promising application of GPS satellite telemetry in wildlife studies, it is important to use appropriate filtering methods to increase data accuracy while minimizing unnecessary data loss, and to
allow accurate quantification of home range estimates. This paper explores filtering approaches for Fastloc GPS data obtained from loggerhead turtles Caretta caretta, and by conducting terrestrial tests, we evaluate the performance of the proposed filtering methods and determine which filter leads to the most accurate home range estimates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Turtle tracking

In 2009 and 2010, 4 adult female loggerhead turtles (T93038, T81920, T54430, K22217) were captured while nesting at Mon Repos and 4 adult male loggerhead turtles (K24365, T53800, T74361, QA14215) were captured at the Moreton Bay foraging ground by a rodeo method (Limpus 1978). The sex and maturity of male turtles were identified either using laparoscopy or by determining whether the tail length from the carapace was greater than 19.0 cm (Limpus & Limpus 2003). We mounted a Fastloc GPS unit on the first through third vertebral scutes of the carapace using Sika Anchor fix-3+ epoxy glue with fibreglass for extra strength. The tracking period ranged from 14 to 153 d and the data include the location fixes that were obtained during the foraging, migrating and inter-nesting periods. T54430 was not tracked during the foraging period due to device failure. The location data acquired during unit deployment, nesting and post-release activities were excluded from the data analysis.

Data retrieval and conversion

Data were transmitted via the ARGOS network (K24365, QA14215, T53800, T54430, T81920 and T93038) or via a USB link directly from device to computer (K22217, T74361 and terrestrial tests). We downloaded the data from each unit using manufacturer-supplied software (Sirtrack Fastloc software) and then decoded data into GPS locations. Finally the location data were converted to the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system.

Data screening

The first filtering method we used involved the use of the manufacturer's quality index (residual error) and the number of satellites used in each location calculation (hereafter referred to as the generic filter in this paper). Following the manufacturer's instructions, we excluded locations from the analysis when residual error values were greater than 30 or fewer than 4 satellites were used for location calculation (Sirtrack 2010). Data sets after additional filtering according to available satellite number will be referred to as generic># where # represents the number of source satellites (e.g. generic>4). Consequently, the generic>3 data set contains the maximum number of locations and generic>7 limits the data set to locations acquired with 8 satellites (the maximum possible with Fastloc GPS).

The second filtering method, a data-driven filter, extends the generic filter. The data-driven filter screens the data according to the speed between successive locations, and the angle created by 3 consecutive locations, as well as the number of satellites used for location calculation. Speed and turning angles may vary with turtle behaviour (e.g. foraging, migrating, escaping from predators), but there are currently few studies of behavioural effects on swimming speeds and turning patterns of loggerhead turtles. Therefore, we derived the limiting speeds and angles as objectively as possible from the patterns of Fastloc GPS locations obtained from the turtles, informed by the accuracy associated with the number of source satellites. As errors may increase substantially when the number of source satellites is limited to 4 (Bryant 2007a, Hazel 2009), the data-driven filter is designed to remove erroneous locations derived from 4 satellites. The data group that has been screened by a data-driven filter will be referred to as data-driven>3.

To determine the limiting speed for the data-driven filter, and because high error may occur when only 4 satellites were used to estimate locations, we used data acquired from more than 4 satellites (i.e. generic>4) to estimate the maximum linear speed ($V_{max}$) a loggerhead turtle was observed to swim between 2 consecutive locations. We then extracted the locations that were preceded and followed by unrealistically fast speeds (i.e. $V > V_{max}$) and labelled them over-speed error points (OSEPs). While this identified some erroneous locations (i.e. OSEPs), other obvious errors (e.g. locations on land) remained unscreened (e.g. Fig. 1B). Therefore, we developed additional limiting criteria to identify and screen other locations with high error.

We calculated the angles between the bearings of lines joining successive location points. This represents 180° minus the animal’s turning angle; we will call this the inner angle in this paper. We then identi-
ified the inner angles that were associated with OSEPs for comparison with the angles associated with the remainder of the locations (non-OSEPs). Differences between the ranges of angles observed for OSEPs vs. non-OSEPs then guided selection of a limiting angle as described in 'Results: Data-driven filter'. The limiting angle was used to provide a preliminary identification of locations that may be erroneous (suspect locations).

Once suspect locations were extracted by the limiting angle, we calculated the linear speed for the turtle between the suspect location and both its previous location and its following location. The speeds were then compared to the speed of a ‘loop trip’ for an additional check of the legitimacy of the suspect locations. Loop trip behaviour is represented by spatial departure and return with more than 3 consecutive locations (Fig. 1A). Therefore, a loop trip was considered as an outlier if only one location was obtained during the movement. In our study, we considered continuous straight and fast movement to represent the departure to, and return from, a loop trip. Using the generic>3 data set, we calculated the net (i.e. straight-line) distance between the departure and turning location as well as the turning and return location of the loop trip, and from that calculated the net speed in and out ($V_{lp}$). We considered the fastest $V_{lp}$ observed in this study as the maximum inward or outward speed of loggerhead turtles during a loop trip. The suspect locations were removed when the speed between the suspect location and either its previous or subsequent location exceeded the maximum $V_{lp}$.

**Kernel estimation**

We used a Gaussian kernel density estimator for home range estimation. We chose fixed over adaptive kernel estimators with least squares cross validation (LSCV) as an automated bandwidth selector, because adaptive kernel was not available in the software we used, and because the fixed kernel methods with LSCV to select smoothing parameters appear to produce more accurate and precise estimates of home range areas and are less sensitive to autocorrelation within data sets than adaptive kernel methods (Seaman & Powell 1996, Seaman et al. 1999). While several studies have demonstrated that LSCV can be highly variable (Park & Marron 1990, Gitzen & Millspaugh 2003) and fails to select appropriate bandwidth values when a sample size is too small (e.g. <30 locations; Seaman et al. 1999) or too large (e.g. >100 locations; Hemson et al. 2005), there have been attempts to improve the LSCV method by choosing more appropriate bandwidth values (Duong 2007, 2011). We used the improved LSCV bandwidth selector that is implemented in the R package ‘ks’ (Duong 2011, R Development Core Team 2011). The ‘ks’ package was also used to esti-
mate continuous utilization distribution. We used Geospatial Modelling Environment, an extension to ArcGIS, to generate volume contours from the utilization distribution (R Development Core Team 2011, Beyer 2012). A resolution of 50 m was used for the kernel grid because the mean linear error for properly filtered Fastloc GPS data was consistently within 50 m in our terrestrial tests (see Table 1).

**Terrestrial mobile test**

We recorded walking and biking movements using both a handheld standard GPS receiver and a Fastloc GPS receiver in Townsville, Australia (terrestrial mobile test). The tests were conducted in open areas without overhead cover so as to mirror the environment of the turtles at sea. The tests were commenced after the standard GPS receiver (Garmin GPS60) gained an accuracy of <5 m according to the indication integrated in the unit. Once the standard GPS receiver attains the location estimates with high accuracy, the expected error of the successive locations will remain <15 m, according to the manufacturer (Garmin 2006). The Fastloc GPS unit was set to record a position every 4 min while the standard GPS receiver recorded a position every second. The clocks of the Fastloc GPS receiver and the standard GPS receiver were synchronized before the test began. Following the last test, the time difference between 2 units was recorded. Consequently, using the following equation, the time of each Fastloc GPS fix was adjusted according to the clock difference with the standard GPS so that the time of each standard GPS fix corresponded to the time of each Fastloc GPS fix:

$$\text{Adjusted } F_{ti} = F_{ti} \frac{\Delta t(F_{ti} - t_{\text{sync}})}{t_{\text{end}} - t_{\text{sync}}} \quad (1)$$

where $F_{ti}$ is the time when the $i$th Fastloc GPS fix was acquired, $\Delta t$ is the final clock difference between the 2 units, $t_{\text{sync}}$ is the time at synchronization and $t_{\text{end}}$ is the time on the Garmin unit when $\Delta t$ was recorded. The range of $\Delta t$ was 1.6 to 4.6 s.

**Evaluation of filter performance**

We used the terrestrial data to evaluate how data screening improves the accuracy of Fastloc GPS data sets and to determine which screening method leads to the most accurate home range estimates. Unlike for standard GPS, the accuracy of Fastloc GPS locations is not improved by successive fixes, therefore the differences in the interval of location fixing between the turtle tracking and the terrestrial test will not affect the accuracy of Fastloc GPS fixes. Thus, the accuracy of Fastloc GPS locations in the terrestrial test should be comparable to their accuracy in the turtle data.

We screened the data acquired from the terrestrial mobile tests using both the generic and the data-driven filters, following the same procedures used for the turtle data (but with a variation of the loop criterion): the maximum $V_{\text{lp}}$ of the terrestrial mobile test was estimated by multiplying the terrestrial $V_{\text{max}}$ by the ratio of maximum $V_{\text{lp}}/V_{\text{max}}$ from the turtle data. We then calculated the linear distances between the standard GPS locations and simultaneous Fastloc-derived GPS locations; we interpreted these values as the error distances of Fastloc GPS locations from true locations. After normalizing the data by log-transformation, we compared the means of the linear errors of the generic>3 and data-driven>3 data sets using Welch’s 2-sample $t$-test to assess the performance of the data-driven filter.

We subsampled the Fastloc GPS locations of the terrestrial data using each of the screening methods (i.e. generic>3, data-driven>3, generic>4, generic>5, generic>6 and generic>7). We then calculated the kernel estimates from each of the subsampled Fastloc GPS data and the standard GPS data. We considered the kernel estimates derived from the standard GPS locations to represent the most accurate kernel home range estimates. To measure the differences in the kernel estimates derived from the standard GPS and each of the filtered Fastloc GPS data, we calculated the mean integrated squared error (MISE) as:

$$\text{MISE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [f_{\text{Fastloc}}(x_i, y_i) - f_{\text{standard}}(x_i, y_i)]^2 \quad (2)$$

where $n$ is the number of grid points, $x$ and $y$ are the grid coordinates, $f_{\text{Fastloc}}(x_i, y_i)$ is the estimated density derived from Fastloc GPS data at the $i$th grid point, and $f_{\text{standard}}(x_i, y_i)$ is the accurate density derived from standard GPS data. MISE is widely used as a global measure of differences among different kernel estimates (Seaman & Powell 1996, Horne & Garton 2006, Fieberg 2007b). As a smaller MISE indicates more similarity between estimates, we used MISE as an inverse index of accuracy for kernel estimates.

**Home ranges of turtles**

We subsampled each turtle data set using each of the alternative screening methods (i.e. generic>3,
data-driven>3, generic>4, generic>5, generic>6 and generic>7) and computed home range estimates from the subsampled data sets. We aimed to examine the effect of data screening on the estimates of home range areas of the loggerhead turtles. Since the true home ranges of these animals are not known, the accuracy of the estimates could not be evaluated for the turtle data.

RESULTS

Filter performance in terrestrial tests

The duration of the terrestrial mobile tests ranged from 44 to 136 min and a total of 1583 Fastloc GPS locations were recorded. However, we excluded 255 of them from analysis because the corresponding standard GPS locations were not acquired. The $V_{\text{max}}$ derived from the terrestrial mobile test was 11.9 km h$^{-1}$ (n = 1017). The maximum $V_{\text{lp}}$ of the terrestrial data was then calculated as 2.4 km h$^{-1}$ using the ratio of maximum $V_{\text{lp}}$ to $V_{\text{max}}$ from the turtle data described in the following subsection (1.8 km h$^{-1}$:8.9 km h$^{-1}$). The linear distance between standard GPS and Fastloc GPS locations ($\Delta_{\text{loc}}$) decreased as the number of source satellites increased or the data-driven filter was applied (Table 1). In particular, when locations derived from >3 satellites (i.e. generic>3) were used, the linear error was decreased significantly by using the data-driven filter ($t(2)_{2239.6} = 2.43, p < 0.05$; Table 1).

Increasing the number of source satellites required for a valid fix offered further reductions in the linear error but it came at the cost of much greater data loss (Table 1).

We also investigated how data screening influences the accuracy of the home range estimates in the terrestrial test. The kernel estimates derived from data-driven>3 data had the lowest MISE, followed by those derived from generic>4. The remaining generic filters led to higher MISE in the ascending order of generic>5, generic>6, generic>7, and the kernel estimates derived from generic>3 had the highest MISE (Fig. 2).

Data-driven filter

We estimated the $V_{\text{max}}$ of the loggerhead turtles as 8.9 km h$^{-1}$ using the location data derived from >4 satellites (n = 3921 fixes). A total of 23 OSEPs was then identified in the data from 8 turtles (n = 6154 fixes) for which the speed both from a previous and to a subsequent location exceeded 8.9 km h$^{-1}$. We found that all the inner angles at OSEPs were <59° while the inner angles at non-OSEPs were generally higher, ranging up to 180°. The proportion of inner angles ≤59° was significantly different between OSEPs and non-OSEPs (binomial test, p < 0.0001). However, using 59° as a limiting angle may be too conservative as a filter since OSEPs are the locations with the most extreme error. Moreover, a previous study using Argos satellite telemetry found that most errors were associated with acute inner angles (i.e. <90°) (Keating 1994). Therefore, we used acute inner angles to make a preliminary identification of suspect locations. We then compared the linear speed immediately prior to and following the suspect location to the maximum $V_{\text{lp}}$ to check the legitimacy of each suspect location. The maximum $V_{\text{lp}}$ was calculated as 1.8 km h$^{-1}$ from 57 loop trips; each loop trip has 2 $V_{\text{lp}}$ (mean ± SD: 0.4 ± 0.3, n = 114).

![Fig. 2. Mean integrated squared error (MISE) of kernel estimates derived from the Fastloc GPS locations in the terrestrial mobile test. The Fastloc GPS data were screened by the data-driven filter (DD>3) and the generic filters that limited the use of locations by requiring the number of source satellites to be more than 3 (Gen>3), 4 (Gen>4), 5 (Gen>5), 6 (Gen>6), and 7 (Gen>7).](image-url)
This resulted in a final filtering rule as follows: locations were removed if
• the speed either from a previous or to a subsequent location exceeded 8.9 km h\(^{-1}\),
or if all of the following criteria applied:
• the number of source satellites was limited to 4,
• the inner angle was acute and
• the speed both from a previous and to a subsequent location exceeded 1.8 km h\(^{-1}\).

**Effect of screening on turtle data**

The data-driven filter successfully removed all obvious locations with high error when applied to the generic>3 data sets (e.g. Figs. 1C & 3) while keeping more than 95% of the locations (Table 2). All the locations with high error identified by the data-driven filter were also removed when the generic filters limited the use of locations to those made using >4 satellites (i.e. generic>4) because the obvious errors were all derived from 4 satellites. However, moving from generic>3 to generic>4 (i.e. requiring at least 5 satellites for a valid fix) removed more than a quarter of the location data (Table 2).

The shape and sizes of the home range areas of each turtle varied subject to varying proportions of high-error locations and sample size resulting from the use of different filters (e.g. Fig. 3). The home range boundaries estimated from the generic>3 data were expanded greatly due to the presence of outlying fixes. The data of T53800 did not retain enough locations for home range estimation when it was screened by the generic>7 filter.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of our terrestrial test and turtle tracking showed that only a small proportion of Fastloc GPS data was highly erroneous but this led to inaccurate quantification of home range estimates (Figs. 2 & 3). We found that a screening method for Fastloc GPS data can be developed by identifying and checking suspect locations characterized by unlikely turning angles and speeds, informed by the location accuracy associated with the number of source GPS satellites.

Loggerhead turtle \(V_{\text{max}}\) (the preliminary limiting factor used by the data-driven filter) is estimated as 8.9 km h\(^{-1}\) in our study. This is similar to the near-sprint linear speed of the same species measured during boat chases (Heithaus et al. 2002), but it is faster than the commonly used limiting speed of 5 km h\(^{-1}\), which was estimated using PTT Argos data obtained from post-nesting green turtles *Chelonia mydas* (Luschi et al. 1998). The swimming speed assessed in our study using Fastloc GPS confirms that the linear speed of the loggerhead turtles is likely to be variable.

The variation in swimming speed is less critical in the filtering process for PTT data because the long interval between consecutive locations would have made short periods at high speed less obvious. Now that more accurate and shorter intervals between locations can be expected using Fastloc GPS, short periods of rapid movement may be mistakenly removed if conventional limiting speeds are used. Through using the faster limiting speed quantified in this study (\(V_{\text{max}}\): 8.9 km h\(^{-1}\)), we found that the risk of over-screening was minimized, but many locations with high error were not identified because so few data exceeded \(V_{\text{max}}\). The locations identified by \(V_{\text{max}}\) (i.e. OSEPs) can be regarded as the most extreme errors, and additional screening is needed. The combination of acute inner angles and a lower value for limiting speed (i.e. maximum \(V_{\text{lp}}\)) provided that additional screen.

Our turtle tracking data indicate that OSEPs were associated with inner angles <59°, suggesting that the 20° used by Witt et al. (2010) as a limiting angle may be too conservative when used as a filter for Fastloc GPS data, at least for loggerhead turtles. We used 90° as the limiting angle, which resulted in removing as much as 34% of the original location data in our data set if it was used as a standalone filter. Removing this proportion of data can lead to over-screening: 95% of Fastloc GPS locations had errors ≤219 m in the terrestrial mobile test (this study) or ≤101 m in a stationary test (Hazel 2009), which will be acceptable for many wildlife studies. We overcame the issue of over-screening by supplementing the use of the angle criterion with a maximum loop speed estimate and consequently managed to retain more than 95% of turtle tracking data. Note that the data-driven filter still has the potential to screen real but short sprinting out-and-back movements because animals are capable of short bursts of very fast speed which cannot be maintained for the long periods between most telemetry locations. Although we did not encounter this with our study, researchers should be aware of this possibility when using the data-driven approach.

The generic filters have an advantage in their simplicity, and our terrestrial study found a positive relationship between the number of source satellites and the accuracy of locations for mobile transmitters (Table 1), as found in stationary land-based tests.
(Bryant 2007a, Hazel 2009). Therefore, using only the location data derived from larger numbers of source satellites can be a straightforward screening method. However, we found that there is a risk of excluding smaller scale but important habitats by the generic filters, even when original sample size is large. For example, the sample size obtained from T93038 was the largest of the 8 turtles, but when the use of locations was limited by requiring the number of source satellites to be more than 6 (i.e. generic>6, generic>7), the northern-most aggregation disappeared because the patch consisted of locations derived from 4, 5 and 6 satellites (Fig. 3). Although the proportion of locations that generated the northern-most patch is small (1.5%), the habitat may be important to the animal during particular times of the year or with variation in availability of food or environmental preferences. In this case, if the use of locations had been limited to those derived from >6 satellites by the generic filters, the habitat distribution would have been underestimated and may not have picked up patches of peripheral habitat that are important to the animal. Moreover, in smaller data sets (e.g. T53800) over-screening may not retain enough locations for a home range analysis (Fig. 3).

For very large data sets (e.g. T93038), requiring locations to be derived from >4 satellites (i.e. generic>4) may be an adequate filtering method because locations with high error were associated with 4 satellites in our data set, and expected errors (mean ± SD) for generic>4 data sets were low 33.1 ± 35.4 m (Table 1). The drawback of the generic>4 filter is that it screens more locations than necessary: moving from generic>3 to generic>4 removed up to 53% of locations in our turtle data set (Table 2). A large reduction in sample size will result in decrease in precision of kernel estimates (Fieberg 2007a), loss of valuable ecological information such as detailed animal movements (Mills et al. 2006) and reduction in the power of statistical comparison (Whitlock & Schluter 2009).

For constructing home range boundaries, removing a large proportion of data by the generic>4 filter may not be so critical since the home range areas derived from the data-driven>3 and generic>4 data sets are very
Table 2. Remaining number of Fastloc GPS locations after each filter was applied to turtle location data sets (turtle IDs given above columns). Only the data acquired during the foraging period are shown. The numbers in the brackets are the percentage of each sample size (i.e. number of locations) when compared to that of the generic>3 data set from the same turtle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. satellites</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>K22217</th>
<th>K24365</th>
<th>QA14215</th>
<th>T53800</th>
<th>T74361</th>
<th>T81920</th>
<th>T93038</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>475 (100)</td>
<td>504 (100)</td>
<td>226 (100)</td>
<td>219 (100)</td>
<td>964 (100)</td>
<td>1058 (100)</td>
<td>1174 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>Data-driven</td>
<td>469 (99)</td>
<td>500 (99)</td>
<td>223 (99)</td>
<td>215 (98)</td>
<td>951 (91)</td>
<td>1009 (96)</td>
<td>1123 (96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>334 (70)</td>
<td>309 (62)</td>
<td>106 (47)</td>
<td>119 (54)</td>
<td>705 (73)</td>
<td>565 (53)</td>
<td>823 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>242 (51)</td>
<td>167 (33)</td>
<td>40 (18)</td>
<td>45 (21)</td>
<td>459 (48)</td>
<td>299 (28)</td>
<td>490 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>127 (27)</td>
<td>73 (15)</td>
<td>16 (7)</td>
<td>11 (5)</td>
<td>250 (26)</td>
<td>121 (11)</td>
<td>261 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>46 (10)</td>
<td>16 (3)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>92 (10)</td>
<td>38 (4)</td>
<td>64 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

similar (e.g. Fig. 3). Based on the result of our terrestrial tests, we considered kernel estimates derived from data-driven>3 data sets to represent better home range models than those derived from generic-filtered data. The similarity in the home range areas derived from data-driven>3 and generic>4 data sets indicates that the fixed kernel estimator with the improved LSCV as a bandwidth selector is robust against reduction in sample size as long as high-error locations are properly screened, at least in the volume contours of home ranges.

Although unnecessary data loss with the generic>4 filter did not appear to have a large influence on the construction of home range boundaries, there is little reason to use the generic>4 filter over the data-driven filter when the latter method is available because the data-driven filter (1) will lead to more accurate home range estimates than the generic filters, and (2) will satisfactorily remove locations with high error while retaining more data than the generic filters, as shown in our terrestrial test. Unlike the generic filters, the criteria used in the data-driven filter would need to be determined for each species, and may need to be evaluated separately for different habitats or populations. When the filtering criteria used for a data-driven filter cannot be determined, the generic>4 filter may be an useful alternative screening method.
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